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1 Abstract
SMC is in the process of developing a micro simulation model. The existing micro simulation
model developed at Cornell University for US data, CorSim, is one of the fundamental parts
for the new micro simulation at SMC. To develop the Swedish model, Swedish data on all
individuals in Sweden during 11 years are also available. These data are organized in a
database. This paper describes the process of rebuilding the database to a more useful
structure. It also contains a description of SQL server and the process of migrating a very
large database to a new structure, within SQL server. The result of the work behind this paper
is a new, enhanced structure for the database as well as a deeper knowledge in Microsoft SQL
Server and dealing with very large databases.

1.1 Swedish abstract – svensk sammanfattning
SMCs mål är att utveckla en mikrosimuleringsmodell. Den befintliga
mikrosimuleringsmodellen CorSim, utvecklad vid Cornell University, USA, är en av de
grundläggande delarna för SMCs nya modell. För att utveckla den svenska modellen har SMC
även tillgång till en databas med demografiska data för Sverige under 11 år. Denna rapport
beskriver arbetet med att strukturera om denna databas till en för SMC bättre struktur.
Databasen hanteras under hela processen av Microsoft SQL Server. Resultatet av detta arbete
är en ny struktur för databasen tillsammans med en djupare kunskap om Microsoft SQL Server
och hantering av mycket stora databaser.
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2 Introduction
SMC has a large demographic database containing data on all individuals living in Sweden
between 1985 and 1995, approximately 9.5 million individuals. Microsoft SQL server handles
this database. The data, which mainly comes from Statistics Sweden, are used for research on
demographic events. This knowledge, together with demographic and socio- economic
knowledge, forms the base for the micro simulation model to be developed at SMC.

This project has migrated the database to a new structure and created samples of the Swedish
population for future research work. At the beginning, this project also included an
investigation of the usefulness of the US micro simulation application CorSim, from Cornell
University, applied at this Swedish data. Due to the time spent on migrating the database as
well as other decisions at SMC, the latter part of the project was minimized.

2.1 About SMC
Environmental research has been undertaken mostly in the natural and technical sciences. We
know, however, that people and society are the only causes of environmental pollution and
change that we can do much about. SMC will engage in research about human driving forces
in environmental change, and the reciprocal effects of the environment on human welfare. The
scientific work and methodological development are conducted within the borderline between
the socio-economic, the natural and technical sciences.

2.2 Credits and thanks
Neil Swan, SMC, for being project supervisor.

Jonny Siikavaara, Softcenter, for valuable help in managing SQL server as well as CorSim.

Magnus Åström, SMC, for help on SQL server as well as data interpretation.

Coomaren P. Vencatasawmy, SMC, for patience with me stealing computer time.

Spatial Modelling Centre, SMC, for entrusting me with the task of re-designing their large
database.

Magdalena Bjarneteg for help on spelling and grammar in this report.

2.3 Methods and design schemes
Since this project contains many different design issues, I have decided to use a few general
methods and schemes to simplify understanding.

All relational database schemes are drawn using Crow’s Foot entity-relation scheme.

Since the software development in this project doesn’t include large systems, a simple and
straightforward approach is used.

The structure of this document is the result of comments and suggestions from a few people
reading it.

Files produced within this project are organized in folders based on their usage, for instance
source code separated from data and current document revisions separated from previous
revisions. All this is done to simplify future usage and development of the project result.
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3 Project objectives
The project consists of five major parts. The first part was planned to require about two,
maximum four weeks. After six weeks of work, I was still striving with the first part and I
realized it would take at least another four weeks to complete that part alone. By then, I had
begun looking at the other parts, to see whether it was possible at all to finish the project
within a reasonable time. To enable this, some rearrangements were done.

The first part, database structure and data migration, is done both to facilitate the second part
of this project and future work on the database as well at SMC as at the Departement of Social
and Economic Geography at the University of Umeå.

The second part consists of creating histrates for mortality in Sweden, to be used as input data
for CorSim.

Creation of Swedish samples of individuals, to be run in CorSim, was not part of the project
from the beginning. When it turned out that the Swedish samples already produced were not
good, a decision was made to create a method for producing samples of Swedish individuals of
desired size. This became the third part of the project.

The fourth part involves running CorSim with both Swedish and US data. The result of these
runnings is used in the fifth part of the project. This part was minimized in the end of the
project due to other decisions at SMC and the progress of the development of the Swedish
simulation model at SMC.

The mortality output of the fourth part was supposed to be the input for the fifth part, a
presentation of comparisons between US and Swedish simulation output data. Since the fourth
part was minimized, this fifth part could only be carried through partly.

3.1 Database structure and data migration
In the beginning the database was organized mainly based on the input data from Statistics
Sweden. There were few or no indexes in the tables. My first mission was to understand the
meaning of the data and how it would be retrieved by others at SMC. Based on this
knowledge a new database structure was constructed and a scheme for migrating the data was
designed. This part of the project also gave birth to a deeper study into the field of working
with very large databases in Microsoft SQL server 6.5. This study is dealt with under a
separate chapter below.

One very important issue to keep in mind is that none of the data in the database can be
modified in the sense that the data would change meaning. If new data are produced as a result
of processing the existing data, they should be kept separated, to ensure the distinction
between the original data and derived data. The migration itself will not produce derived data,
but other parts of this project will.

3.2 Creating histrates for mortality in Sweden
Statistical figures concerning an event that might occur in the simulation, are called histrates.
Histrates are always produced from true historical data. When CorSim is run, it uses histrates
to correct the result of the simulation to reality, because reality is considered more accurate
than the simulation model. The problem is, of course, that histrates are not available for future
years, but when developing a simulation model, histrates can be used.
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In this project, histrates are produced by analyzing the database. The histrates produced are
also compared to the official statistics in Sweden.

3.3 Creating samples of Swedish individuals
Families are the bases for simulations in CorSim. A sample, to be run in CorSim, must
therefore contain families but also the relation of each individual within the family. In the
database there is some information on how families are organized. This information is used to
create a population sample, of desired size, based on a number of families rather than a number
of individuals. When creating such a sample it is important to verify that the sample is a good
representation of the population as a whole, since one of the reasons for creating new Swedish
samples was the fact that the sample was not representative. Verifying the accuracy of these
new samples was therefore essential.

3.4 Running CorSim with US and Swedish data
The input data for running CorSim with US data was done when the project started. Data was
available for populations of 1 000, 5 000, 10 000, 20 000, 40 000, 50 000, 75 000, 100 000,
153 000 and 180 000 in 1960. Swedish data only existed for a population of 5 000 people in
1989. My goal was to produce a population of 100 000 people of any one year. The more
people in the model, the better the model will work.

In the beginning of the project, CorSim was run for testing purposes. It is the results of these
simulations that are used in the next part. When I was ready to do some more simulations at
the end of the project, this had already been done or was to be performed by others at SMC
due to a lack of time within this project.

3.5 Presentation of simulation result and
conclusions of CorSim running

When CorSim is run, a file is produced describing what is happening to the population each
year. In this file there are figures for death rates, grouped by gender, race and age groups.
These figures tell how the model predicts the future along with historical statistical data. The
problem in this case is to present a large amount of data in a simple enough way to be
comprehensible, yet detailed enough to really bring out the essence of the figures.

Due to the changes in the previous part of the project, only a short presentation of the output
of CorSim is available together with some simple results.
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4 Progress, drawbacks and
achievements

When carrying out a project like this, some things are bound to go wrong. When they do, the
most important is not the error itself but to find it, isolate it and get things right again. Below
is a description of how this project was carried through.

4.1 Database structure and data migration
If one part is to be considered the largest, this is it. It turned out to be large enough to change
the title of this project. In the beginning it was named DETERMINATION OF CORSIM FITNESS
FOR SWEDISH DEMOGRAPHIC DATA but was in the end changed to MIGRATION OF A VERY
LARGE DATABASE WITH SWEDISH DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, USING MICROSOFT SQL
SERVER.

4.1.1 Basic facts

When I started the project, the database consisted of 20 tables of which three contained most
of the data. Those three large tables each had a large number of fields. The exact structure of
the database can be found in appendix A. The same attribute, for different years, is found in
different fields. As a result, manual work is required to get time series for a certain attribute.
Adding to the difficulty of using the data, the same attribute might also have a different
interpretation during different years. Since data on one person, for all years, are found in one
row of a table, data could be irrelevant because the person could be dead or not yet born. The
information on deaths is stored in another table. Some attributes are only available in certain
years and therefore this attribute has a matching field only for those years.

During the migration of the database, the meaning of the attributes must not change and every
piece of relevant data must be kept. Any error present in the existing database is transferred to
the new one. The only errors I might correct are errors such as a person having died twice.
Irrelevant data like the fact that a certain person’s coordinates are unknown during one year
can also be omitted, because it doesn't add any relevant information about that person.

4.1.2 Preparation for migration

The database consists of 30 Gb data and indexes. This requires a great deal of planning and
testing before starting. Every single query might run for several hours, or days, if written the
wrong way. Queries and batch scripts were written in the Microsoft SQL server specific
language called Transact-SQL. This is the language used for all scripts mentioned below.
Appendix F contains a sample of a tSQL-script.

4.1.2.1 Getting to know the present database structure and data

In order to construct a working database of this size, some extra effort must be spent on
finding out how data will be used. Will all data for one person be used or a few attributes for a
large group of people? In this case a few attributes for a varying group of people will usually
be requested, often in the form of a time series. The existing database is in no way optimized
for this. The content of the database is described in documentation from Statistics Sweden,
although it describes the text files originally delivered. The database is created directly from
these text files.
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4.1.2.2 Creating the new database structure, first attempt

The initial goal was to reduce the amount of space needed by the database. Eliminating all null
values can do this. My solution was to create one table for each yearly attribute datatype and
one for each non-yearly attribute datatype. This has several advantages

• No null values will be saved.

• A possibility to add any number of attributes afterwards.

• The meaning of every attribute can be described in plain text.

The structure does however, in this case, contain drawbacks.

• The table containing yearly attributes of type 4-byte integers would contain approximately
10 billion records since many of the attributes are of this certain datatype.

• The data present today is static and the amount of data in the database will therefore not
increase. Thus the great advantage of the structure cannot be utilized.

For a smaller amount of dynamic data, this structure, which can be found in Appendix B,
would be very good, but for this purpose it is not appropriate. Since the structure and
accompanying scripts would expand the structure as the migration required it, not all possible
tables are present in the drawing.

4.1.2.3 Creating the new database structure, second attempt

Based on the conclusions from the first attempt to structure the database, the second structure
was constructed. This second structure has quite a lot in common with the original. The
largest difference is the splitting of all yearly data into tables where the year is a part of the
primary key together with the PID. A number of small tables are also introduced for the
purpose of explaining the meaning of some coded attributes of which some are the same
through time and others change their meaning yearly. Since these tables contain only a few
static records, these records are also created in the script for that specific table. There is also a
yearly table for the combinations of county number, community number, domestic region and
community name. These numbers sometimes change from one year to another and therefore
they must be stored on a yearly basis.

All tables and indexes are created from scripts to enable creation of identical tables on the real
server.

4.1.2.4 Setting up a working copy of the running SQL server

The large database is kept on a powerful server running Microsoft Windows NT server 4.0
and Microsoft SQL server 6.5. This server is not connected to the rest of the network. To
enable others to utilize the database during the design of the migration process, I have set up
my own workstation with SQL server, giving it the same function and possibilities as the
actual server. During the actual migration, the access to the large database has to be limited
anyway.

None of the data from the actual database was copied to my workstation. I added some
dummy data in every table to be able to test the function of my scripts.
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4.1.2.5 Creating the structure of the existing database

SQL server has the ability to create scripts based on existing tables, with primary key
definition, constraints and indexes. These scripts create empty tables with the same structure
as the original. Scripts like this were therefore created for all the tables in the existing database
and these scripts were run on my workstation, giving me a structural copy of the database.
Dummy data was inserted into these tables.

4.1.2.6 Writing scripts to migrate data

Now I had a working SQL server with both the existing tables and the new ones. I could thus
start writing scripts for migrating the data from the existing tables to the new. Every field must
be migrated to a new table.

In some cases one attribute was split into several fields and in other cases the attribute was
given a new structure.

4.1.2.7 Testing the migration scripts

Each of the scripts written was tested with dummy data to ensure that every existing field was
transferred to the correct field in the new tables. The small tables containing description of
coded attributes, mentioned before, had to be checked to ensure all possible values if those
attributes in the data tables were present in the coded tables. These tests had to be run in the
large database, since those values can not be produced as dummy data.

4.1.2.8 Ensuring correct data migration

When transferring data in the described way, there is always a risk of not getting all the data
transferred or transferred to the wrong place. Trying to eliminate those errors, two scripts
were written. One script tested the old tables and another one performed the same test on the
new tables. The tests might consist of summarizing a certain field across all records or
counting the number of records with a certain value in a field. In some cases, printouts of a
small number of records were done and then every attribute was manually checked. This
method was used when an automatic test was not easily written, for instance when dates had
different formats in the new and old tables.

4.1.3 Performing the migration, first attempt

Now when the structure and the method were set, it was time to start, as it turned out, the
very time-consuming part of performing the actual migration.

4.1.3.1 Increasing the size of the database

In the beginning of this project, the database SMCdata was 32 000 Mb in one segment. The
first thing to do was to increase the size of the database. This was done by adding 1 800 Mb of
space from the same disk to the database.

4.1.3.2 Allocating separate space for the log

When I realized that the log could grow to just about any size, I transferred the log to a
separate segment of the database. At first I used a 200 Mb segment, but it was filled within a
matter of hours. I compressed some other data, not the database itself, on the server and got a
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7 200 Mb segment dedicated to the log alone. Hence I did not have to worry about the log
grabbing space from where the tables are built.

4.1.3.3 Taking care of system tables

Since SQL server has a few bad habits when it comes to handling its own internal system
tables, special care must be taken to ensure that these tables don’t occupy a lot of unnecessary
space. More on this subject can be found below, under the headers ”The log table” and ”The
lock table”. The built-in functions in SQL server for performing consistency checks of tables
were used to help keep these tables in a healthy state.

4.1.3.4 Creating basic tables

The scripts created earlier for the basic tables like years and coded attributes were used to
create the new tables. This was done without errors, as was expected.

4.1.3.5 Migrating the small tables

Migration of the small tables included the tables with individuals, deaths, domestic and
international movements and organizations with their yearly data. This went smoothly and
according to the plan.

4.1.3.6 Migration of the large tables

There are three large tables in the original database. Two of those were merged into one table
since the years 1985 – 1991 is in one table and 1992 – 1995 in the other. The migration of
those tables actually started before the migration of the small ones. After one or two weeks of
migration, a summary showed that 6.2 % of the migration was done. After this depressing fact,
a few adjustments were done and the speed increased in such a way that it looked like the end
was within reach. After four weeks, 36.7 % of the migration was done. At this point I also
concluded that the new database would use 40 % more space than the original. Since data
space is limited to start with, SMC now had to make a decision on whether or not to continue
with the migration. If not, most of the old structure would have to be restored. Until this
decision was made, I continued with the process. To gain data space, all indexes of all tables
were deleted together with all unnecessary tables, like working tables created by other people
at SMC. This had one major drawback, namely that the speed of the process slowed down
with a factor 10 – 20, making the process much longer than anyone would approve.

4.1.3.7 Considering the time of the migration

According to the migration speed during the last few days, the server would have to work for
71 days straight, with no interruptions, in order to get the job done. Since log space is limited,
this is not possible and it would also mean that I could not finish the migration as part of my
project.

4.1.3.8 Increasing data space even more

By now it was obvious that there would be a lack of data space, independent of whether the
migration was to continue or the old structure was to be restored. There must be space
available for future work and research on the server. A decision was thus made to purchase a
new 9 Gb hard disk, to be placed in the raid-system, thereby filling the raid-system to the limit.
If further space is needed, ordinary SCSI hard disks will be purchased.
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The addition of the new 9 Gb hard disk required that all of the disk be re-initialised, deleting
all of the existing database. To save some time, a tape backup was performed before the new
disk was added. Due to an unforseen detail, this tape was, however, not usable when it came
to restoring the database, so after several experiments and some more reading, we accepted
that the tape was useless, and all of the migration was to start over again. The content of the
original database was brought up to Kiruna from Umeå, and now time was running out. A
new, and radically faster, method must be invented if the migration was to be performed at all.

4.1.3.9 Testing different strategies to speed up the process

At this stage, I had to test different methods in order to get the process up and running at the
speed it had before. The first, and obvious, thing to do was to try to recreate the missing
indexes. The problem was, though, that these indexes must be created in the same database
device as the table itself. The space freed by deleting these indexes earlier, had since then been
used for other data, so these indexes could not be recreated. This far, those two large tables
were migrated one million individuals a time, one year at a time and this method require
effective indexes. This was done due to a limited number of locks in the server. Now I had to
go for the previously rejected method of migration all individuals, one year at a time, using a
large number of locks. After calculating the approximate number of locks required for such an
operation, SQL server was set to this number of locks and SQL server still worked.

Since time was running out, I also had to come up with a faster way of doing the actual
migration. After several tests, I realised that the creation of the primary key in the table to
which the data is added, is very time-consuming. If the primary key is created after all data is
added, a lot of time is saved, but on the expense of an uncertainty concerning whether all data
in the table is non-duplicate and coordinated with related tables. Still, this was the way it was
going to be done.

4.1.4 Performing the migration, second attempt

4.1.4.1 Setting up the database

The raid now had 54 Gb of usable space. This time, all of this space was dedicated to the
database, not even the log was allowed to use the raid-disks. A database device in SQL server
cannot be larger than 32 767 Mb. Therefore two devices was created on the raid-disk, for the
data, and a third, 1 500 Mb device, was created for the log. If more log space was required for
the migration, another device would be created and added to the log-space. After the
migration, it can be deleted again, since SMC will not need a great deal of log-space when
extracting data from the database.

4.1.4.2 Restoring the original data from Umeå

For once, it worked smoothly and nice and all the data was, again, present in the database.

4.1.4.3 Creating all the tables

All the small tables were created as before, with primary keys and all indexes. The large ones
were created without primary keys and without indexes. This also had the advantage of using
less space, thereby allowing for more of the migration to be performed without deleting the
original tables.
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4.1.4.4 Performing the actual migration

Since all scripts used in the first migration attempt were saved, the second attempt started out
very smoothly and, indeed, the speed indicated a possibility for finalizing the migration on
schedule. Due to less log space than before, I had to be aware of how much log each task
would use, not to run out of log space and spend several hours emptying the log. If the log is
not filled completely, it is a matter of seconds to empty it. To utilize the computer more
efficiently, batches were created that took care of migrating a certain amount of data,
emptying the log before migrating more data. It worked, but it only allowed for one task to
run at a time. By omitting log truncation, five or more tasks can be run simultaneously, but
only for a limited time unsupervised, the night thus being unused.

Since very few of the indexes were created during the migration, it was possible to migrate all
data without deleting any of the original tables. The advantage is that all data can be cross-
checked with each other.

4.1.5 Verifying the result of the migration

When moving data from one place to another, some sort of verification should always be made
to ensure that the process is completed without errors. If a file is copied from one disk to
another or across the internet, there are built-in functions to verify the data movement. In SQL
server there are also built-in functions to ensure that data is moved without errors. The
problem is, however, that SQL server cannot check for logical errors or wrong typing in my
scripts. If one attribute, for instance year of birth, is switched with another attribute, for
instance education level, SQL server will not react since both of these attributes are the same
data-type. For this reason, some sort of logical verification must be done. It is not possible to
check every possible error, because that would suggest another person doing the migration
completely separated from me, and then comparing our results. In this case, I have run a
number of tests like :

• Number of records in corresponding tables

• The sum of one attribute for all individuals

• The sum of one attribute for individuals selected using another attribute.

The primary key in each table is, in itself, a perfect tool for finding duplicate records, so that
serves as a test as well. Foreign keys also have a verifying effect, only allowing certain values
for a specific attribute.

4.1.5.1 Verifying the migration of the small tables

The tables containing explanations for individual attributes values are easy to verify. If the
creation of the foreign key in the main table works, the small tables contain at least all existing
attribute values.

The other group of small tables, domestic and foreign movements, organizations and their
attribute data, deaths and some other tables, are somewhat harder to verify. They have,
because of their size, the advantage that it is not very time-consuming to do a thorough check
on many attributes or in several ways. This was also done, and no errors were found.
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4.1.5.2 Verifying the migration of the large tables

The two new large tables, each containing approximately 110 million rows, were somewhat
harder to verify than the small tables. To reduce the risk of errors, thorough checks were
perfomed when creating the scripts for the migration, thereby hopefully eliminating one source
of error that may be hard to find. Since the original data are organized with different attributes
for each year, the check was performed on a year-by-year basis. For each year, avoiding
checking the same attribute twice, two different attributes were summarized. All this to
minimize the risk of errors.

During this verification, a few errors were discovered. The first table had too many rows,
approximately 350 000 rows more than expected. All persons with PID above 10 million were
migrated twice for one year. The error was corrected by deleting all persons with those PIDs
and migrating them again, this time only once. After this correction, the number of rows was
correct and the attribute sums also matched. The second table had the correct number of rows,
but the attribute sums for 1985 differed. By counting the number of rows within one million
PIDs for each million in 1985, it was discovered that the first million was missing and the sixth
million was migrated twice. Again, deleting all duplicate rows and migration the missing rows
corrected the error and the attribute sums matched.

4.2 Creating histrates for mortality in Sweden
In designing a way to produce histrates in CorSim format, I soon realized that a general
approach was preferred. The general approach, in this case, means being able to produce
histrates of any desired age-span. The result is a SQL server procedure for calculating the
mortality for an age span given the parameters starting age, ending age and presentation
format and one script calling this procedure with different parameters. The result is text
formatted for CorSim but also readable to humans.

When reading the produced histrates, I soon found that the mortality for individuals below the
age of one, was about the same as age 1 – 5, which is probably not true. After studying
Statistical Yearbook, I found that my doubts were correct. Mortality during the first year of
life is 5 - 10 times higher than the following years. When using these histrates, this must be
considered and pointed out in the result.

4.3 Creating samples of Swedish individuals
CorSim needs input data to run a simulation. The input data consists of approximately 35
attributes on every individual who is to be simulated. Running a simulation with every
individual is of course preferred instead of running on a smaller sample. This however requires
a lot of time, disk space and memory and does not necessarily improve the result. A sample of
for instance 10 000 or 100 000 individuals is often used instead of the full 8.5 million
individuals in Sweden. The problem when creating a sample is to assure that the sample
reflects the whole population concerning gender, age, education, income and other attributes
of interest for this particular simulation.

4.3.1 Investigation of the existing Swedish samples

CorSim has been run earlier with Swedish data, just to ensure that it was possible. For this
purpose, a number of samples have been created. When I started running these samples, I ran
into difficulties. This initiated a closer look at the existing Swedish samples.
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4.3.1.1 Sample 5k89y
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Figure 1: Age distribution in sample 5k89y

Kalle Mäkilä at the Department of Social and Economic Geography at the University of Umeå
had, right after the database was created, put together a sample of 5 000 individuals, forming
2 500 families. This sample, known as 5k89y, had been used successfully earlier, both at SMC
and in Umeå. When I should run CorSim with this sample, CorSim just did not want to accept
the data due to some error in it. The age distribution in the sample is, as seen in figure 1, fairly
reasonable.

The gender distribution is good, 2 439 males and 2 560 females.

The sample may be good, but since it does not run in CorSim, it was of no use to me.

4.3.1.2 Sample 5k89x

After discussing with Jonny Siikavaara, he gave me his modified version of the same sample,
containing only 3 044 of those 5 000 individuals from 5k89y. This sample forms 1 100 families
and is known as 5k89x. Siikavaara had removed a lot of strange people from 5k89y, for
instance person listed as head of family and age less than 16 years. Running 5k89x in CorSim
worked just fine, but the number of individuals in ages 15 - 19 and 20 - 24 caught our
attention because they are constant during the first three years. There are approximately 200
individuals in age 15 - 19 and 10 individuals in age 20 - 24. At this point, the age distribution
of the sample was investigated.
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Age distribution in 5k89x
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Figure 2 : Age distribution in sample 5k89x

Age distribution in 5k89x is not appropriate, as seen in figure 2.

The gender distribution in 5k89x is good though, 1 475 males and 1 569 females.

4.3.1.3 Sample 6k89x

This sample is supposed to be 5k89x doubled, which I find hard to believe. First of all, it
contains 7 359 individuals, more than double of 5k89x. Second, the age distribution, found
below, might be considered flat, but that is not the case for a human population and not for
5k89x either. To make it even worse, most of the individuals above the age of 85 are female.
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Figure 3 : Age distribution in sample 6k89x

This sample does run in CorSim, but the result is of no interest due to the characteristics of the
sample. 3 440 males and 3 919 females are found in 6k89x and is a fair gender distribution, but
it does not help.
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4.3.2 Considerations before creating new Swedish samples

I now had rejected the existing samples of Swedish populations. Considering that those
previous samples were created by people with great experience in demography, extra care
must be taken to ensure that the new samples were better and more useful than the previous. I
also must be able to test the quality of the new samples to ensure that they were useful.

To obtain comparable results, Swedish samples should be of the same size as US samples. This
is not a problem since there are US samples of several sizes. A decision was made to create
both a 5 000 individual sample and a method for creating samples of any desired size, in the
future. Since families are vital and inevitable to CorSim, the Swedish method must also use
this concept. For each year, each individual has a head of family being the PID of some
individual, possibly the individual itself. One thing to consider is that Statistics Sweden assigns
each child living at home itself as head of family, at the age of 18. This means there are, in the
database, no families with children older than 18 years.

When sampling a set number of families, the exact number of individuals in the resulting
sample is unknown. However, this will, in this case, not be considered a problem. If the aim is
a 5 000 individual sample, anything from 4 800 to 5 200 is accepted. The population will
change during the simulation, in any case.

Siikavaara has spent some time trying to figure out the meaning of each of the 35 attributes to
be included with each individual, if some default value will be used in some cases and the
meaning of the different values in the used attributes.

4.3.3 Designing a method for sampling families and getting all
individuals with desired attribute data

In the database, there are approximately 4.5 - 5 million families each year and 8.5 - 9 million
individuals each year. This means that each family has 1.7 - 2.0 members. If 3 000 families are
sampled, it should result in 5 100 - 6000 individuals. A decision was made to use 3 000
families as the base for the first sample.

Since there are more attributes for each individual in 1985 and 1990 due to large investigations
these years, 1990 will be used as the year for extracting samples.

To enable this and future creation of samples of any desired size, scripts were created that
could do the job independently of desired sample size. In order to hopefully get a good sample
a systematic sampling method was to be used.

To start with, the number of families present is divided by the number of desired families,
producing a number telling how many families to skip before adding one to the sample. The
first family is the result of a random number between 1 and this number. This results in a table
containing the desired number of families.

The PID of all individuals who are part of these families are gathered in the second script,
counted and placed in a second table, since attribute data is spread in several tables.

As the third step, all attribute data on each individual is gathered and placed in a third table,
for future use.

To run CorSim, the data has to be in an exact format in a text file. This text is created using a
fourth script.
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4.3.4 Sample of 2 900 families to test sampling method

The first time the sampling scripts were run, 3 000 families were sampled resulting in
approximately 5 250 individuals. When the script was run again, the number of families were
adjusted to 2 900 to get a sample of a size close to 5 000 individuals. The sample contains
5 122 individuals. The initial tests performed on this sample showed very good resemblance to
the database in general and figures found in Statistical Yearbook 91.

Since the next sample in the process was getting closer to completion, this 5 000 individuals
sample was rejected and will not be used.

4.3.5 Sample of 200 000 families for general purposes

This sample is to be used for most future purposes, with the possibility to store it on a single
jaz-disk. The sample started out as a selection of 200 000 families according to the family
definition in the database. This resulted in a sample of approximately 358 000 individuals.
After some more investigation, it was found out that a family in the database never included
children over the age of 18 living at home. These individuals are treated as a family of itself,
with one member.

At this time, Ph.D. student Marianne Öhmann at SMC, working with the leaving home
module, had discovered a peculiar fact. All children living with their parents form their own
family at the age of 18, independent on whether they are actually living by themselves or still
living with their parents. After a query to Statistics Sweden, this was confirmed. So, if we
want the families more complete, we had to come up with a way of getting them together.

After some discussion, we came to the decision that we should make an attempt to bring
together all members of each family, including children over the age of 18, still living at home.
Since we are using 1990 as sampling year, there is information, in the database, on every
member of every household. The information on household members is taken from a survey.
Coomaren Vencatasawmy was given the task of investigating whether it was possible to re-
union our 200 000 families to include all members of the families. He wrote a small program to
gather all members of every household already present in the sample of 358 000 individuals,
and put these new individuals in their respective family. This increased the number of
individuals in the sample to 468 000. All attributes for these individuals could now be
extracted and they are stored in a database separate from the main one.

4.4 Running CorSim with US and Swedish data
This part of the project turned out to be the easiest one. When the input data is in order, there
are at least some possibilities to control the way CorSim is running.

4.4.1 Alignment in CorSim

One very important factor in CorSim is whether alignment is to be used or not. After
calculating the probability for each event for each individual, those probabilities are summed in
groups corresponding to the existing histrates. If the group is found to have less probability of
an event, the alignment will increase this probability to reflect the histrate. At first this
alignment process seems like a good way for adjusting the model to known histrates. The
problem is that CorSim does this alignment in a not completely well behaved way, making it
hard to control whether or not the alignment process is actually performed, and on what basis.
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4.4.2 US input data

US samples are available in many sizes, 1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 40k, 50k, 75k, 100k, 153k and
180k. During the initial runs, I used the 5k sample since it corresponded to the Swedish
sample 5k89y.

4.4.3 Running CorSim with US data

Running CorSim with US data worked fine, and it definitely should run nicely, the samples are
made for this purpose alone. The US samples are not samples of the population, but a
synthetic product of US statistics.

4.4.4 Swedish input data and running CorSim with Swedish
data

Since the initial Swedish samples turned out to be of no value, no useful simulations were
performed in the beginning of the project. According to the initial plan, more simulations were
to be performed at the end of the project, but since the plans changed, this was not done. The
only simulations with Swedish data that has been performed in this project, are the ones that
caught my attention on the quality of the Swedish samples.

4.5 Presentation of simulation results and
conclusions of CorSim running

4.5.1 The file events.asc

In the file events.asc, produced during every individual simulation, yearly summaries are
available for all events. A sample events.asc can be found in appendix E. The sample only
contains the output of the mortality module.

4.5.1.1 Column Atrisk

Atrisk is the number of individuals in this particular group who are ”at risk” of this event. That
is, the number of people in this group.

4.5.1.2 Column Mrate

Mrate is the group summary of probability, as calculated in the simulation, without alignment,
for this event, for instance mortality.

4.5.1.3 Column Gp

Gp is a measurement of how close the Mrate, from the simulation, is to the AdjRate. It is
calculated as AdjRate divided by Mrate. A Gp = 1 is desired and indicated that the simulation
comes to the same result as the histrate. When running without alignment, Gp = 1 for all
occasions.

4.5.1.4 Column AdjRate

Adjrate is the result used in the simulation, after adjustment due to alignment.
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4.5.1.5 Column SimRate

This is what really happened to the individuals in the group, the ”simulated histrate”. The
larger the sample, the better this should fit the adjrate. For a small number atrisk, this figure
could be anything from 0 to 1.

4.5.1.6 Column HistRate

HistRate is true historical data from some statistic gathering.

4.5.1.7 Column Ratio

Ratio is calculated as HistRate divided by AdjRate, and, to be honest, I ignore this value
completely since it adds no extra information about the result of the simulation.

4.5.2 HMR - the key to comparison

In mortality, as well as other parts, the column Gp can be used as a measurement of how close
the simulation gets to reality. There is, however, a major drawback in the fact that Gp is set to
one when running without alignment. To solve this problem, I have created HMR,   calculated
as HistRate divided by Mrate. If Ratio = 1, which is desired, then Gp = HMR. The advantage
is that HMR only monitors the simulated result versus the histrate, with or without alignment.
Just as with Gp, HMR = 1 is indicating simulated result in correspondence with histrates.

4.5.3 ln(HMR) - the symmetric representation of the
comparison

When presenting data in the form of diagrams and graphs, the desire is to make a visual
presentation which is easy to understand and makes sense for the viewer. This is not the case
when presenting a diagram where the ideal is a bar with height = 1 and a bar with height = 0.5
is just as bad as a bar with height = 2. My desire was to present a diagram where a bar of
height zero is the ideal, and a bar of height = 1 is just as bad as a negative bar, with height = -
1.
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Presentation of error in simulation
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Figure 4 : Presentation of error in simulation

This is done by calculating the natural logarithm of HMR, called ln(HMR). In all presentations,
ln(HMR) is therefore used. As seen in figure 4, it is easier to spot the errors on the right half of
the diagram, than the left.

Error, HMR and ln(HMR) at histrate = 0,5
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Figure 5 : Error, HMR an ln(HMR) at histrate = 0,5

4.5.4 Sample of error in simulation

While trying to figure out what to present and how, I made figure 6, showing the error in
mortality as a function of age. The US 100k sample is used as input for CorSim. Figure 6
shows the error in the simulation compared to US histrates, grouped by ages used by CorSim.
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Error versus age
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Figure 6 : Error versus age

My first impression of figure 6 was that the mortality module in CorSim must use different
equations for mortality depending on the age. After some investigation, it was confirmed.
There is one equation for age zero to 25 and another for older people. The diagram is included
as an example of a relation that might not be clearly visible if presented as tabulated data.

4.6 Windows NT Performance monitor
Performance monitor is an application that comes with Microsoft Windows NT and is used to
monitor different system parameters over time. From the beginning, there are approximately
100 parameters that can be monitored concerning logical disks, virtual memory management,
processor usage and the system in general. When SQL server is installed, it adds another
hundred parameters to be monitored. Utilized in a wise way, Performance monitor can be used
to tune the system and SQL server, while used in the wrong way, it will itself consume a lot of
system resources, thereby monitoring irrelevant information. The reason for presenting some
information about Performance monitor, as part of this work, is the fact that I have used it
quite a lot to get to know how SQL server and the NT server in general works.

4.6.1 When the information is read and presented

Performance monitor can be set to poll all desired parameter values at a given time interval.
The disadvantage is that Performance monitor first displays the parameter values, read earlier,
and then ask the different subsystem about the actual values. This results in Performance
monitor always presenting old values. If it is set to present values every 60 seconds, what is
presented right now is actually 60 seconds old, and the values read now will be presented in 60
seconds, along with reading values to be presented just before the next reading.
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4.6.2 The presented values of the parameters

When presenting information from SQL server on events per second, it seems that
Performance monitor presents this information erroneously. If Performance monitor is set to
update every second, it presents another value than if set to update every minute.

4.7 SQL server and very large databases
While working with SQL server and this very large database, a number of problems,
restrictions and errors were found. To be able to carry through the migration these problems
had to be sharply marked off and work-arounds had to be defined.

4.7.1 The log table

Every database has a log table of its own. This table might reside within the data segment or in
a separate log segment. When a new database is created, the default is to place the log table in
the data segment. The advantage is the dynamic sharing of space. There are however some
disadvantages. Every change in every table in the database is recorded in the log table and
therefore the log size is increasing faster than the actual data created in a new table. If a query
is canceled the log is used to perform a rollback and restore the database to the state it had
before the query begun.

4.7.1.1 Estimated time for recovery

A recovery is done on every database every time SQL server is started, to ensure that the
database is not corrupted. There is a parameter in SQL server telling how long a recovery of a
single database is allowed to take at most. When SQL server estimates that a recover from this
exact state takes longer than the time specified, a checkpoint is added to the log within that
database. The log can then be truncated at this checkpoint, and the time for recovery is
decreased since a recover restore the database to, at earliest, the last checkpoint found in the
log table.

4.7.1.2 Truncating the log table

When performing this migration, approximately 20 Gb of data is to be transferred. Since there
is not enough space to keep both structures at the same time, there is even less space to keep
the entire log created in the process. To facilitate this, the log can be automatically truncated
after each successful query has completed. This works fine in theory. In practice, SQL server
cannot delete log entries created after the start of the oldest running query, even if the log
entry comes from a query that has completed successfully. Further, it does not truncate the log
at all as long as there are queries running. This means that SQL server can only run for a
certain time, not long enough to fill up the log, then the log must be truncated. In most cases
this has to be done manually because SQL server does not perform the truncation correctly.

In the application Enterprise manager, which is part of SQL server, there is a function for
truncating the log in a database, but it will not work if there are updating or adding queries in
progress. There is a command in t-SQL for truncating the log table and it can be used even
when queries are in progress, but it will not decrease the size of the log in use.

After many weeks of working with SQL server I finally managed to figure out what makes the
log table to be reported as non-consistent after any large query is run. SQL server is not
designed to release more than 65 536 pages at a checkpoint. Since each page is 2 kb, a
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maximum of 128 Mb log can be released at a checkpoint. Migrating one million records might
use as much as 500 Mb or, on rare occasions, even more. This somewhat odd error explains
why SQL server is not able to truncate the log properly. It does truncate the log, as said in the
documentation, but never more than 128 Mb at a time. It seems that SQL server is maintaining
an internal list of which log pages to release at the next checkpoint, but when the list is full, it
is emptied and SQL server starts filling it from scratch again. When the checkpoint arrives, it
releases those pages present in the list at that time. This is confirmed by the fact that a
consistency check of the log table, when it is inconsistent, always removes a multiple of 65 536
pages from the table. Those pages are reported as being used by the log table, although they
are not actually in use.

4.7.1.3 Size of log in use

SQL server reports different log sizes, depending on who is asking. Performance monitor can
show the log usage in percent, but if log entries are marked for deletion, they are not reported
as being in use, although they still occupy a part of the table. If a query is canceled and a
rollback performed, those log entries are probably marked as available, the problem being that
SQL server instead of using them creates new entries all the time. To know when to stop
feeding queries, another method must be used to determine the true size of the log. Counting
the number of records in the table would be a good way, but as long as there are queries
running, this is not allowed and the query is blocked. Much to my surprise the DBCC
CHECKTABLE statement can be used on the log table, while other users are locking it. This
in turn locks the system process trying to truncate the log table. The size of the log reported to
Performance monitor is therefore not the true size of the log in use, making it hard to estimate
if more queries can be started before SQL server has to be given time to catch up and truncate
the log.

According to my investigations, log records marked as available might be re-used when all of
the available log records are occupied. This is indicated by the fact that the system can keep on
running although the log is full.

If performing a consistency check for the log table and the  truncation of it, the log is actually
dropped and reported as available by both Enterprise manager and Performance monitor.

4.7.2 The lock table

SQL server has one system table in the master database containing information on all locks in
use in SQL server, independent of which database the lock is actually affecting. The maximum
number of locks is a parameter in SQL server, and concerns the server as a whole, not an
individual database.

4.7.2.1 Blocked queries

When one query is updating the content of a record or inserting new records, all other users
must be blocked from updating the same row or inserting records. This is done to prevent any
new record from violating a constraint in the table. In this way, one query can be blocked by
another query and this condition is not extraordinary in a working database. The trouble starts
when one query is blocked for a long time, several hours, while the other query is inserting
some million new records. In this case SQL server seem to handle the locks in a strange way,
not releasing them ever, but still reporting then as not being in use. The condition can be
solved with a consistency check of the lock table in the master database, but the problem is
that a blocked query is not flagged back to the querying application in any way. Performance
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monitor can be used to log the number of blocked users along with all other parameters, but
when the query is blocked, the damage is already done.

4.7.3 Escalating locks

To conserve the number of locks used, and system time spent on keeping track of them,
escalating locks can be used instead of individual locks for each record. SQL server uses
escalating locks in general. This means that if a certain process has more than a set percentage
locks on a table, a table lock will replace these locks instead. This method has a major
drawback though; no other processes can use this table at the same time, although they would
not interfere with each other. Other databases on the market are abandoning escalating locks
due to their restricting nature and instead improving the lock handling, not to decrease system
performance. Escalating locks are, according to me, a way for the database system to cover up
for bad lock handling procedures and should therefore only be used in very specific conditions.

4.7.4 Memory considerations

The server running SQL server is designed not only as a database server but also as simulation
server and it has therefore been equipped with 3 Gb of RAM, as much as the machine can
handle. SQL server can, at most, use 2Gb of RAM. Tests show, however, that using more
than 1.5 Gb of RAM will force Windows NT to run low on memory. During most of this
project, 1.5 Gb of RAM has been reserved for SQL server. This results in minimum swapping
and hence maximum performance.

4.7.5 Performance

Since SQL server is designed as a general-purpose relational database server, there are a
number of parameters used to tune the server for the specific needs of every customer. I have,
with the aid of the book ”SQL server unleashed” tuned these parameters for the SMC
database and its use there. The resulting parameter values can be found in appendix D.

The most conspicuous parameter values might be the following :

• 200 000 locks is a lot, but large tables require many locks, especially during the migration
process.

• 1.5 Gb of RAM, expressed as 750 000 pages of 2 kb each, to be used for SQL server. As
long as the memory in the server is not needed for other purposes, SQL server might as
well use it.

• 24 989 hash buckets are used for sorting tables. This is more than three times the default
value but again, the tables are large.
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5 Discussion and conclusions
There are several things to be said about the result of this project. One is the estimation of time
required for each part. In this case, the time required for the second part showed no relevance
as the project advanced. Siikavaara estimated the time for performing the database using an
Oracle database, but in practice much more time was necessary. Since I had no experience in
operations of this size, I could only trust his experience.

Below are the main general results of this project. Individual results are presented in individual
chapters below.

• Migration of VLDBs can be very time-consuming

• Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 has a few bugs in handling the log and lock tables, resulting in
severe errors if SQL Server is left unsupervised

• The database has errors concerning the mortality for children under the age of 1 year

• The new samples of Swedish people are of satisfying quality

5.1 Database structure and data migration
When designing a database, the goal is to normalize it as far as possible. My initial goal was to
normalize this database as well, but there were a few problems :

• The size of the database makes every operation time-consuming

• The database will be used for a limited time only and much of the work will be performed
on a sample.

Some facts about the database and its use :

• All data are static

• The initial data are not structured at all for normalizing

• The database has been used for a while and people have got a bit familiar with the current
structure.

Considering both the problems mentioned and the facts, I concluded that a normalizing
process, if at all possible, would be very time-consuming, and the gain in the end would be
small or none. Therefore, the resulting database is not normalized, but yet, useful for its
purpose. The structure makes is easy to create a sample across the whole population for any
given year and just as easy to extract time series of data for a sample.

The major drawback in this project was the time spent on the migration of the database. The
migration was initially scheduled for two weeks, but as it turned out, it took 15 weeks. This is
mainly due to the following :

• SQL server performed much slower than expected.

• After 12 weeks, much of the work was undone due to a worthless backup.

• I had no previous experience in handling databases of this size.

• Errors in SQL Server and accompanying programs.
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After completing the migration, I can only conclude that it has been very educating and
rewarding. It is not every day I get the possibility to not only find, but also isolate errors in
large applications like SQL Server. This can be very time-consuming and, in most commercial
context, it is too expensive to investigate the real reason. It is cheaper to construct a work-
around.

When the raid-system was expanded from 45 Gb to 54 Gb, it was necessary to make a backup
of the database since all of the disk space had to be re-initialized. The backup proved
worthless when it came to restoring the database. This, of course, increased the time needed
but also gave the opportunity to investigate why the migration had been so slow up to that
point in time. I eventually found the bottleneck, creation of the primary key, and that increased
speed and rendered it possible to perform the migration in whole.

5.2 Creating histrates for mortality in Sweden
Within this project there are two ways for producing histrates for mortality. One is to read
Statistical Yearbook and put the figures in a file suited for CorSim. The other is to calculate
what happens to the individuals in the database each year. The first method is only useful if the
age-spans in Statistical Yearbook is compatible with those required for CorSim, which is not
the case. Thus the second method is used.

When studying the histrates, one error can easily be spotted. Babies below the age of 1 year
has, within the database, a mortality approximately 5 – 10 times lower than when reading in
Statistics Yearbook. This is due to an error in the database, known to SMC. There is not much
to do about it, but to be aware of it and point it out where necessary. The error between the
Swedish histrates and CorSim simulation concerning individuals under the age of one is
therefore not considered an error in the simulation or sample, but in the histrates themselves.

5.3 Creating samples of Swedish individuals
The sample present at SMC, containing 5 000 individuals, was constructed by Mäkilä. He is
considered very well educated in demography. When somebody with a deep knowledge in a
certain area has produced something, rejecting that work is not a simple task. In this case at
SMC, we had to ensure that we could define the term good sample, both for rejecting the
present sample but also to make sure we know that our new sample meet our expectations.

When the new sample was tested, it met our requirements and expectations and was therefore
accepted as a replacement for the previous sample.

The second sample, contains 200 000 families contained 358 000 individuals before the re-
union of all family members. After quite some work, Vencatasawmy eventually completed the
sample and now it contained 458 000 individuals. This sample also contains a new numbering
of these families.

5.4 Running CorSim with US and Swedish data
Running CorSim with a correct set of input data is very simple, so this didn’t produce any
problems. The problem was to get input data in the correct format, but that is covered in the
part ”Creating samples of Swedish individuals”.
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5.5 Presentation of simulation result and
conclusions of CorSim running

As it turned out, this part became very small and there is not much to be said about the result
of it.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Appendix A : Initial database structure

orgnr TEXT(11)
cfarnr LONG
alk INT
nkoord LONG
okoord LONG
ktyp BYTE

dbo.arb94koo

lpnr LONG
farland TEXT(2)
morland TEXT(2)

dbo.b4195

lpnr LONG
farland INT
morland INT

dbo.b4195int

lpnr LONG
datum LONG
dorsak LONG
skadnat LONG
borsak1 LONG
borsak2 LONG
borsak3 LONG
borsak4 LONG
borsak5 LONG
borsak6 LONG

dbo.dod8586

lpnr LONG
dodsdatum LONG
undorsak LONG
skadnat LONG
morsak1 TEXT(5)
morsak2 TEXT(5)
morsak3 TEXT(5)
morsak4 TEXT(5)
morsak5 TEXT(5)
morsak6 TEXT(5)
morsak7 TEXT(5)
morsak8 TEXT(5)
morsak9 TEXT(5)
morsak10 TEXT(5)
morsak11 TEXT(5)
morsak12 TEXT(5)

dbo.dod8795

lpnr LONG
farland INT
morland INT

dbo.farmorland

lpnr LONG
fodar INT
kon BYTE
fland BYTE
lopnrh85 LONG
civred85 BYTE
fam85 BYTE
kas85 LONG
dagparb85 LONG
arbink85 LONG
sktot85 LONG
inkap85 LONG
fp185 LONG
fp285 LONG
tp85 LONG
tpfkod85 BYTE
dinpp8485 LONG
dinf8485 LONG
sfpeng85 LONG
sumtrfp85 LONG
sumtrfn85 LONG
lopnrh86 LONG
civred86 BYTE
fam86 BYTE
kas86 LONG
dagparb86 LONG
arbink86 LONG
sktot86 LONG
inkap86 LONG
fp186 LONG
fp286 LONG
tp86 LONG
tpfkod86 BYTE
dinpp8686 LONG
dinf8686 LONG
sfpeng86 LONG
sumtrfp86 LONG
sumtrfn86 LONG
lopnrh87 LONG
civred87 BYTE
fam87 BYTE
kas87 LONG
dagparb87 LONG
arbink87 LONG
sktot87 LONG
inkap87 LONG
fp187 LONG
fp287 LONG
tp87 LONG
tpfkod87 BYTE
fpvab87 LONG
dinpp8687 LONG
dinf8687 LONG
sfpeng87 LONG
sumtrfp87 LONG
sumtrfn87 LONG
lopnrh88 LONG
civred88 BYTE
fam88 BYTE
kas88 LONG
dagparb88 LONG
arbink88 LONG
sktot88 LONG
inkap88 LONG
fp188 LONG
fp288 LONG
tp88 LONG
tpfkod88 BYTE
fpvab88 LONG
dinpp8688 LONG
dinf8688 LONG
sfpeng88 LONG
sktrans88 LONG
sumtrfp88 LONG
sumtrfn88 LONG
lopnrh89 LONG
inkap89 LONG
dagparb89 LONG
sktrans89 LONG
fp189 LONG
fp289 LONG
tp89 LONG
tpfkod89 BYTE
fpvab89 LONG
kas89 LONG
arbink89 LONG
sfpeng89 LONG
civred89 BYTE
fam89 BYTE
dinf8689 LONG
sktot89 LONG
dinpp8689 LONG
sumtrfp89 LONG
sumtrfn89 LONG
lopnrh90 LONG
civred90 BYTE
fam90 BYTE
dinf8690 LONG
kas90 LONG
dagparb90 LONG
arbink90 LONG
sktot90 LONG
dinpp8690 LONG
inkap90 LONG
fp90 LONG
fpfkod90 INT
tp90 LONG
tpfkod90 INT
sfpeng90 LONG
sktrans90 LONG
fpvab90 LONG
sumtrfp90 LONG
sumtrfn90 LONG
lopnrh91 LONG
sinksjo91 LONG
inkap91 LONG
dagparb91 LONG
fp91 LONG
fpfkod91 INT
tp91 LONG
tpfkod91 INT
sfpeng91 LONG
fpvab91 LONG
kas91 LONG
sktrans91 LONG
arbink91 LONG
civred91 BYTE
fam91 BYTE
dinpp9191 LONG
dinf9191 LONG
sktot91 LONG
sumtrfp91 LONG
sumtrfn91 LONG

dbo.ink8591

lpnr LONG
fodar INT
kon BYTE
fland BYTE
lopnrh92 LONG
civred92 BYTE
fam92 BYTE
dinf9192 LONG
kas92 LONG
dagparb92 LONG
arbink92 LONG
sktot92 LONG
dinpp9192 LONG
inkap92 LONG
fp92 LONG
fpfkod92 LONG
tp92 LONG
tpfkod92 LONG
fpbarn92 LONG
fpvab92 LONG
sktrans92 LONG
sinksjo92 LONG
arbutff92 LONG
sumtrfp92 LONG
sumtrfn92 LONG
lopnrh93 LONG
csfvisj93 LONG
kkap93 LONG
tkassa93 LONG
pfp93 LONG
bfpe93 BYTE
bfpf93 INT
patp93 LONG
batpe93 BYTE
batpf93 INT
tforpf93 LONG
tforpt93 LONG
tkas93 LONG
ttotalu93 LONG
ctraesk93 LONG
carb93 LONG
bcivred93 BYTE
bindfam93 BYTE
cdispp93 LONG
cdisph93 LONG
stotex93 LONG
tarbuth93 LONG
iutblanh93 LONG
sumtrfp93 LONG
sumtrfn93 LONG
lopnrh94 LONG
bindfam94 BYTE
carb94 LONG
tkassa94 LONG
tkas94 LONG
tkalu94 LONG
tkasamk94 LONG
cdispp94 TEXT(11)
bcivred94 BYTE
stotex94 LONG
kkap94 TEXT(11)
pfp94 LONG
bfpe94 BYTE
bfpf94 INT
patp94 LONG
batpe94 BYTE
batpf94 INT
tforpf94 LONG
tforpt94 LONG
ctraesk94 LONG
csfvisj94 LONG
cdisph94 LONG
tarbuth94 LONG
iutblanh94 LONG
sumtrfp94 LONG
sumtrfn94 LONG
lopnrh95 LONG
bindfam95 BYTE
carb95 LONG
tkassa95 LONG
tkas95 LONG
tkalu95 LONG
tkasamk95 LONG
cdispp95 TEXT(11)
bcivred95 BYTE
stotex95 LONG
kkap95 TEXT(11)
pfp95 LONG
bfpe95 BYTE
bfpf95 INT
patp95 LONG
batpe95 BYTE
batpf95 INT
tforpf95 LONG
tforpt95 LONG
ctraesk95 LONG
csfvisj95 LONG
cdisph95 LONG
tarbuth95 LONG
iutblanh95 LONG
sumtrfp95 LONG
sumtrfn95 LONG

dbo.ink9295

lpnr LONG
ptyp BYTE
tidlkf LONG
tidnord LONG
tidost LONG
tidktyp BYTE
nuvlkf LONG
nuvnord LONG
nuvost LONG
nuvktyp BYTE
avi INT

dbo.inrfly

region LONG
namn TEXT(20)

dbo.regionnamn

kommun LONG
region LONG

dbo.regiontab

lpnr LONG
fodar INT
kon BYTE
fland BYTE

dbo.scb1

lpnr LONG
stud93 BYTE
stud94 BYTE
stud95 BYTE

dbo.stud9395

lpnr LONG
fodar INT
kon BYTE
fland BYTE
medb85 BYTE
invar85 BYTE
hsun85 INT
lon85 LONG
forink85 LONG
syss85 BYTE
yrkst85 BYTE
inst85 LONG
alk85 LONG
sni6985 LONG
sni9285 BYTE
orgnr85 TEXT(11)
cfarnr85 LONG
medb86 BYTE
invar86 BYTE
hsun86 INT
lon86 LONG
forink86 LONG
syss86 BYTE
yrkst86 BYTE
inst86 LONG
alk86 LONG
sni6986 LONG
sni9286 BYTE
orgnr86 TEXT(11)
cfarnr86 LONG
medb87 BYTE
invar87 BYTE
hsun87 INT
lon87 LONG
forink87 LONG
syss87 BYTE
yrkst87 BYTE
inst87 LONG
alk87 LONG
sni6987 LONG
sni9287 BYTE
orgnr87 TEXT(11)
cfarnr87 LONG
medb88 BYTE
invar88 BYTE
hsun88 INT
lon88 LONG
forink88 LONG
syss88 BYTE
yrkst88 BYTE
inst88 LONG
alk88 LONG
sni6988 LONG
sni9288 BYTE
orgnr88 TEXT(11)
cfarnr88 LONG
medb89 BYTE
invar89 BYTE
hsun89 INT
lon89 LONG
forink89 LONG
syss89 BYTE
yrkst89 BYTE
inst89 LONG
alk89 LONG
sni6989 LONG
sni9289 LONG
orgnr89 TEXT(11)
cfarnr89 LONG
medb90 BYTE
invar90 BYTE
hsun90 INT
lon90 LONG
forink90 LONG
syss90 BYTE
yrkst90 BYTE
inst90 LONG
alk90 LONG
sni6990 LONG
sni9290 LONG
orgnr90 TEXT(11)
cfarnr90 LONG
medb91 BYTE
invar91 BYTE
hsun91 INT
lon91 LONG
forink91 LONG
syss91 BYTE
yrkst91 BYTE
inst91 LONG
alk91 LONG
sni6991 LONG
sni9291 LONG
orgnr91 TEXT(11)
cfarnr91 LONG
medb92 BYTE
invar92 BYTE
hsun92 INT
lon92 LONG
forink92 LONG
syss92 BYTE
yrkst92 BYTE
inst92 LONG
alk92 LONG
sni6992 LONG
sni9292 LONG
orgnr92 TEXT(11)
cfarnr92 LONG
medb93 BYTE
invar93 BYTE
hsun93 INT
lon93 LONG
forink93 LONG
syss93 BYTE
yrkst93 BYTE
inst93 LONG
alk93 LONG
sni6993 LONG
sni9293 LONG
orgnr93 TEXT(11)
cfarnr93 LONG
medb94 BYTE
invar94 BYTE
hsun94 INT
lon94 LONG
forink94 LONG
syss94 BYTE
yrkst94 BYTE
inst94 LONG
alk94 LONG
sni9294 LONG
orgnr94 TEXT(11)
cfarnr94 LONG
medb95 BYTE
invar95 BYTE
hsun95 INT
lon95 LONG
forink95 LONG

dbo.syssfobfast

lpnr LONG
ar BYTE
ve BYTE
ptyp BYTE
land BYTE

dbo.utrfly

Edit Date: 1998-09-07 05:07:16

The stucture of the database before

Microsoft SQL Server Rev: 0 Creator: Connie Persson

Filename: Drawing1 Company: My Company

SweData1

hsun91 INT
lon91 LONG
forink91 LONG
syss91 BYTE
yrkst91 BYTE
inst91 LONG
alk91 LONG
sni6991 LONG
sni9291 LONG
orgnr91 TEXT(11)
cfarnr91 LONG
medb92 BYTE
invar92 BYTE
hsun92 INT
lon92 LONG
forink92 LONG
syss92 BYTE
yrkst92 BYTE
inst92 LONG
alk92 LONG
sni6992 LONG
sni9292 LONG
orgnr92 TEXT(11)
cfarnr92 LONG
medb93 BYTE
invar93 BYTE
hsun93 INT
lon93 LONG
forink93 LONG
syss93 BYTE
yrkst93 BYTE
inst93 LONG
alk93 LONG
sni6993 LONG
sni9293 LONG
orgnr93 TEXT(11)
cfarnr93 LONG
medb94 BYTE
invar94 BYTE
hsun94 INT
lon94 LONG
forink94 LONG
syss94 BYTE
yrkst94 BYTE
inst94 LONG
alk94 LONG
sni9294 LONG
orgnr94 TEXT(11)
cfarnr94 LONG
medb95 BYTE
invar95 BYTE
hsun95 INT
lon95 LONG
forink95 LONG
syss95 BYTE
yrkst95 BYTE
inst95 LONG
alk95 LONG
sni9295 LONG
orgnr95 TEXT(11)
cfarnr95 LONG
sambo85 BYTE
syssfob85 BYTE
yrke85 LONG
sei85 BYTE
hhtyp185 BYTE
antbo85 BYTE
ag85 BYTE
hust85 BYTE
uppl85 BYTE
lagst85 BYTE
byggp85 BYTE
hlpnr85 LONG
sambo90 BYTE
syssfob90 BYTE
yrke90 LONG
sei90 BYTE
hhtyp190 BYTE
antbo90 BYTE
ag90 BYTE
hust90 BYTE
uppl90 BYTE
lagst90 BYTE
byggp90 BYTE
hlpnr90 LONG
blkf85 LONG
nkoord85 LONG
okoord85 LONG
ktyp85 BYTE
blkf86 LONG
nkoord86 LONG
okoord86 LONG
ktyp86 BYTE
blkf87 LONG
nkoord87 LONG
okoord87 LONG
hust87 INT
ag87 BYTE
ktyp87 BYTE
blkf88 LONG
nkoord88 LONG
okoord88 LONG
ktyp88 BYTE
blkf89 LONG
nkoord89 LONG
okoord89 LONG
hust89 INT
ag89 BYTE
ktyp89 BYTE
blkf90 LONG
nkoord90 LONG
okoord90 LONG
ktyp90 BYTE
blkf91 LONG
nkoord91 LONG
okoord91 LONG
hust91 INT
ag91 BYTE
ktyp91 BYTE
blkf92 LONG
nkoord92 LONG
okoord92 LONG
ktyp92 BYTE
blkf93 LONG
nkoord93 LONG
okoord93 LONG
hust93 INT
ag93 BYTE
ktyp93 BYTE
blkf94 LONG
nkoord94 LONG
okoord94 LONG
ktyp94 BYTE
blkf95 LONG
nkoord95 LONG
okoord95 LONG
ktyp95 BYTE

Same
table on

both
sides.
Same

attibute
at both
ends of
this line.
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7.2 Appendix B : First attempt for new database
structure

Year INT

Year

Edit Date: 1998-09-07 05:10:19

Description:

Target DB: Access Rev: 0 Creator: Connie Persson

Filename: Drawing1 Company: My Company

SweData2 - First

PID DOUBLE

Person

OID DOUBLE

Organisation

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Year INT (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value DOUBLE (IE)

PersonYearInt

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Year INT (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value INT (IE)

PersonYearShortint

Attribute INT
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Description MEMO

Attribute

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Year INT (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value BYTE (IE)

PersonYearTinyint

PID/1 DOUBLE (FK)
Attribute/1 INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value DOUBLE

PersonInt

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value INT (IE)

PersonShortint

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value BYTE (IE)

PersonTinyint

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value TEXT(5) (IE)

PersonChar5

PID DOUBLE (FK)
Year INT (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value TEXT(11) (IE)

PersonYearChar11

Type TEXT(10)

AttribyteType

OID DOUBLE (FK)
Year INT (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value DOUBLE (IE)

OrganisationYearInt

OID DOUBLE (FK)
Attribute INT (FK)
Type TEXT(10) (FK)
Value DOUBLE (IE)

OrganisationInt
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7.3 Appendix C : Second attempt for new
database structure

CommunityName TEXT(50)

dbo.Community
RegionDomestic INT (FK)
CommunityName TEXT(50) (FK)

CountyNo BYTE (FK)
CommunityNo BYTE
Year INT (FK)

dbo.CommunityYear

Description TEXT(50)

Type BYTE

dbo.CoordType

FamilyheadPID LONG (FK)
Year INT (FK)

dbo.FamilyYear

Name TEXT(50)

Gender TEXT(1)

dbo.Gender

HID LONG
Year INT (FK)

dbo.HouseholdYear

MoveYear INT (FK)
MoveType BYTE (FK)
PrevCountyNo BYTE (FK)
PrevCommunityNo BYTE (FK)
PrevParishNo BYTE
PrevNorthCoord LONG
PrevEastCoord LONG
PrevCoordType BYTE (FK)
NewCountyNo BYTE (FK)
NewCommunityNo BYTE (FK)
NewParishNo BYTE
NewNorthCoord LONG
NewEastCoord LONG
NewCoordType BYTE (FK)

PID LONG (FK)
MoveDate LONG

dbo.MoveDomestic

MoveType BYTE (FK)
RDF BYTE (FK)

PID LONG (FK)
MoveDate LONG

dbo.MoveForeign

Description TEXT(255)

Type BYTE

dbo.MoveType

OID TEXT(11)

dbo.Organisation

CountyNo BYTE (FK)
CommunityNo BYTE (FK)
CoordNorth LONG
CoordEast LONG
CoordType BYTE (FK)

OID TEXT(11) (FK)
Year INT (FK)
cfarnr LONG

dbo.OrganisationYearData

Gender TEXT(1) (FK)
BornYear INT
BornRDF BYTE (FK)
MotherRDF BYTE (FK)
FatherRDF BYTE (FK)

PID LONG

dbo.Person

DeathDate LONG
dorsak LONG
skadnat LONG
borsak1 LONG
borsak2 LONG
borsak3 LONG
borsak4 LONG
borsak5 LONG
borsak6 LONG
UndOrsak LONG
morsak1 TEXT(5)
morsak2 TEXT(5)
morsak3 TEXT(5)
morsak4 TEXT(5)
morsak5 TEXT(5)
morsak6 TEXT(5)
morsak7 TEXT(5)
morsak8 TEXT(5)
morsak9 TEXT(5)
morsak10 TEXT(5)
morsak11 TEXT(5)
morsak12 TEXT(5)

PID LONG (FK)

dbo.PersonDeath

CoordNorth LONG
CoordEast LONG
CoordType BYTE (FK)

PID LONG (FK)
Year INT (FK)

dbo.PersonYearCoord

arbink LONG
arbutff INT
batpe BYTE (FK)
batpf INT (FK)
bcivred BYTE (FK)
bfpe BYTE (FK)
bfpf INT (FK)
bindfam BYTE (FK)
carb LONG
cdisph LONG
cdispp LONG
civred BYTE (FK)
csfvisj LONG
ctraesk LONG
dagparb LONG
dinf84 LONG
dinf86 LONG
dinf91 LONG
dinpp84 LONG
dinpp86 LONG
dinpp91 LONG
fam BYTE (FK)
fp LONG
fp1 LONG
fp2 LONG
fpbarn INT
fpfkod INT (FK)
fpvab LONG
inkap LONG
iutblanh LONG
kas LONG
kkap LONG
lopnrh LONG (FK)
patp LONG
pfp LONG
sktot LONG
sktrans LONG
sfpeng LONG
sinksjo LONG
stotex LONG
sumtrfn LONG
sumtrfp LONG
tarbuth LONG
tforpf LONG
tforpt LONG
tkalu LONG
tkas LONG
tkasamk LONG
tkassa LONG
tp LONG
tpfkod INT (FK)
ttotalu LONG

PID LONG (FK)
Year INT (FK)

dbo.PersonYearEarning

ag BYTE (FK)
aCountyNo BYTE (FK)
aCommunityNo BYTE (FK)
antbo BYTE
bCountyNo BYTE (FK)
bCommunityNo BYTE (FK)
bParishNo BYTE
byggp BYTE (FK)
cfarnr LONG
forink LONG
hhtyp1 BYTE (FK)
hlpnr LONG (FK)
hsun INT
hust BYTE (FK)
inst LONG
invar BYTE
lagst BYTE (FK)
lon LONG
medb BYTE
orgnr TEXT(11)
sambo BYTE (FK)
sei BYTE (FK)
sni69 LONG
sni92 BYTE
syss BYTE (FK)
syssfob BYTE
uppl BYTE (FK)
utb BYTE
yrke LONG
yrkst BYTE (FK)

PID LONG (FK)
Year INT (FK)

dbo.PersonYearOccupation

Name TEXT(50)

Region INT

dbo.RegionDomestic

Name TEXT(255)

Region BYTE

dbo.RegionDomFor

Description TEXT(255)

Ag BYTE
Year INT (FK)

dbo.TypeAg

Description TEXT(255)

BfpeBatpe BYTE

dbo.TypeBfpeBatpe

Description TEXT(255)

BfpfBatpf INT

dbo.TypeBfpfBatpf

Description TEXT(255)

BindFam BYTE

dbo.TypeBindFam

Description TEXT(255)

Byggp BYTE
Year INT (FK)

dbo.TypeByggp

Description TEXT(255)

CivredBcivred BYTE
Year INT (FK)

dbo.TypeCivredBcivred

Description TEXT(255)

Hhtyp1 BYTE
Year INT (FK)

dbo.TypeHhtyp1

Description TEXT(255)

Hust BYTE

dbo.TypeHust

Description TEXT(255)

Lagst BYTE

dbo.TypeLagst

Description TEXT(255)

Sambo BYTE

dbo.TypeSambo

Description TEXT(255)

Sei BYTE

dbo.TypeSei

Description TEXT(255)

Syss BYTE

dbo.TypeSyss

Description TEXT(255)

TpfFpf INT
Year INT (FK)

dbo.TypeTpfFpf

Description TEXT(255)

Uppl BYTE

dbo.TypeUppl

Description TEXT(255)

Yrkst BYTE

dbo.TypeYrkst

Year INT

dbo.Year

Edit Date: 1998-09-01 12:47:28

Microsoft SQL Server Rev: 0 Creator: Connie Persson

Filename: Drawing1 Company: My Company

SweData 2.0

Description TEXT(255)

Utb BYTE

dbo.TypeUtb
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7.4 Appendix D : SQL server parameter values
name                                minimum     maximum     config_value run_value
----------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------
affinity mask                       0           2147483647  0            0
allow updates                       0           1           0            0
backup buffer size                  1           32          1            1
backup threads                      0           32          5            5
cursor threshold                    -1          2147483647  -1           -1
database size                       2           10000       2            2
default language                    0           9999        0            0
default sortorder id                0           255         52           52
fill factor                         0           100         0            0
free buffers                        20          524288      37500        37500
hash buckets                        4999        265003      24989        25000
language in cache                   3           100         3            3
LE threshold maximum                2           500000      200          200
LE threshold minimum                2           500000      20           20
LE threshold percent                1           100         2            2
locks                               5000        2147483647  200000       200000
LogLRU buffers                      0           2147483647  0            0
logwrite sleep (ms)                 -1          500         10           10
max async IO                        1           1024        8            8
max lazywrite IO                    1           1024        8            8
max text repl size                  0           2147483647  65536        65536
max worker threads                  10          1024        50           50
media retention                     0           365         0            0
memory                              2800        1048576     750000       750000
nested triggers                     0           1           1            1
network packet size                 512         32767       4096         4096
open databases                      5           32767       10           10
open objects                        100         2147483647  5000         5000
priority boost                      0           1           0            0
procedure cache                     1           99          1            1
Protection cache size               1           8192        15           15
RA cache hit limit                  1           255         4            4
RA cache miss limit                 1           255         3            3
RA delay                            0           500         15           15
RA pre-fetches                      1           1000        3            3
RA slots per thread                 1           255         5            5
RA worker threads                   0           255         8            8
recovery flags                      0           1           0            0
recovery interval                   1           32767       5            5
remote access                       0           1           0            0
remote conn timeout                 -1          32767       10           10
remote login timeout                0           2147483647  5            5
remote proc trans                   0           1           0            0
remote query timeout                0           2147483647  0            0
remote sites                        0           256         10           0
resource timeout                    5           2147483647  10           10
set working set size                0           1           0            0
show advanced options               0           1           1            1
SMP concurrency                     -1          64          0            0
sort pages                          64          511         64           64
spin counter                        1           2147483647  10000        10000
tempdb in ram (MB)                  0           2044        0            0
time slice                          50          1000        100          100
user connections                    5           32767       50           50
user options                        0           4095        0            0
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7.5 Appendix E : Sample events.asc,  mortality
output only

Input for this simulation is the US 1k sample.

Mortality Event Data for Year 1960
SubGroup
sex:,male,race:,white

Age Group,ATRISK,MRATE,GP,ADJRATE,SIMRATE,HISTRATE,RATIO
<1    ,55.0000,0.0254,1.0227,0.0260,0.0545,0.0260,1.0000
1-4   ,205.0000,0.0009,1.0932,0.0010,0.0000,0.0010,1.0000
5-9   ,246.0000,0.0005,0.9560,0.0005,0.0041,0.0005,1.0000
10-14 ,210.0000,0.0005,0.9144,0.0005,0.0000,0.0005,1.0000
15-19 ,159.0000,0.0014,0.8805,0.0012,0.0000,0.0012,1.0000
20-24 ,135.0000,0.0019,0.8212,0.0016,0.0000,0.0016,1.0000
25-29 ,138.0000,0.0014,1.0562,0.0015,0.0000,0.0015,1.0062
30-34 ,164.0000,0.0020,0.8617,0.0017,0.0000,0.0017,1.0031
35-39 ,164.0000,0.0029,0.8450,0.0025,0.0061,0.0025,1.0047
40-44 ,140.0000,0.0045,0.9046,0.0041,0.0071,0.0041,1.0043
45-49 ,130.0000,0.0071,0.9677,0.0069,0.0077,0.0069,1.0062
50-54 ,109.0000,0.0106,1.0708,0.0113,0.0183,0.0114,1.0056
55-59 ,100.0000,0.0175,1.0128,0.0177,0.0100,0.0172,0.9705
60-64 ,92.0000,0.0263,1.0392,0.0273,0.0217,0.0271,0.9911
65-69 ,71.0000,0.0434,0.9056,0.0393,0.0423,0.0399,1.0141
70-74 ,49.0000,0.0604,0.9307,0.0562,0.0816,0.0565,1.0052
75-79 ,34.0000,0.0852,0.9858,0.0840,0.0882,0.0848,1.0091
80-84 ,10.0000,0.1066,1.2248,0.1306,0.3000,0.1306,1.0000
85+   ,9.0000,0.1432,1.5074,0.2158,0.1111,0.2158,1.0000

Mortality Event Data for Year 1960
SubGroup
sex:,male,race:,non-white

Age Group,ATRISK,MRATE,GP,ADJRATE,SIMRATE,HISTRATE,RATIO
<1    ,9.0000,0.0470,1.0358,0.0487,0.0000,0.0487,1.0000
1-4   ,28.0000,0.0017,1.0463,0.0018,0.0000,0.0018,1.0000
5-9   ,39.0000,0.0007,0.9537,0.0007,0.0000,0.0007,1.0000
10-14 ,28.0000,0.0007,0.9370,0.0007,0.0000,0.0007,1.0000
15-19 ,14.0000,0.0019,0.8458,0.0016,0.0000,0.0016,1.0000
20-24 ,17.0000,0.0033,0.8216,0.0027,0.0000,0.0027,1.0000
25-29 ,26.0000,0.0028,1.1906,0.0034,0.0000,0.0034,1.0098
30-34 ,17.0000,0.0049,0.8537,0.0042,0.0000,0.0042,0.9985
35-39 ,20.0000,0.0045,1.2935,0.0058,0.0000,0.0059,1.0187
40-44 ,18.0000,0.0056,1.5183,0.0084,0.0000,0.0087,1.0309
45-49 ,18.0000,0.0134,0.8717,0.0116,0.0000,0.0118,1.0136
50-54 ,14.0000,0.0191,0.9482,0.0182,0.0714,0.0181,0.9969
55-59 ,11.0000,0.0271,0.8551,0.0232,0.0000,0.0236,1.0181
60-64 ,10.0000,0.0390,0.9860,0.0384,0.0000,0.0387,1.0076
65-69 ,3.0000,0.0447,1.1093,0.0496,0.3333,0.0496,1.0000
70-74 ,4.0000,0.0529,1.1876,0.0628,0.0000,0.0613,0.9761
75-79 ,3.0000,0.0718,1.0167,0.0730,0.3333,0.0730,1.0000
80-84 ,1.0000,0.1492,0.6361,0.0949,0.0000,0.0949,1.0000
85+   ,2.0000,0.1332,1.2095,0.1611,0.0000,0.1611,1.0000

Mortality Event Data for Year 1960
SubGroup
sex:,female,race:,white

Age Group,ATRISK,MRATE,GP,ADJRATE,SIMRATE,HISTRATE,RATIO
<1    ,59.0000,0.0191,1.0028,0.0192,0.0169,0.0192,1.0000
1-4   ,228.0000,0.0007,1.0766,0.0008,0.0000,0.0008,1.0000
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5-9   ,243.0000,0.0003,1.1515,0.0004,0.0000,0.0004,1.0000
10-14 ,187.0000,0.0003,0.9730,0.0003,0.0000,0.0003,1.0000
15-19 ,151.0000,0.0005,0.9157,0.0005,0.0000,0.0005,1.0000
20-24 ,127.0000,0.0008,0.7879,0.0006,0.0000,0.0006,1.0000
25-29 ,167.0000,0.0005,1.5310,0.0007,0.0000,0.0007,1.0000
30-34 ,166.0000,0.0008,1.2347,0.0010,0.0000,0.0010,1.0000
35-39 ,156.0000,0.0014,1.0685,0.0015,0.0000,0.0015,1.0030
40-44 ,131.0000,0.0021,1.1047,0.0023,0.0000,0.0023,1.0134
45-49 ,131.0000,0.0031,1.1656,0.0036,0.0000,0.0036,0.9992
50-54 ,123.0000,0.0057,0.9502,0.0054,0.0081,0.0055,1.0159
55-59 ,115.0000,0.0097,0.8140,0.0079,0.0087,0.0079,1.0033
60-64 ,82.0000,0.0130,1.0048,0.0131,0.0000,0.0131,1.0020
65-69 ,83.0000,0.0191,1.1081,0.0212,0.0120,0.0211,0.9970
70-74 ,47.0000,0.0298,1.1509,0.0343,0.0426,0.0343,1.0000
75-79 ,42.0000,0.0455,1.2805,0.0583,0.0238,0.0583,1.0000
80-84 ,23.0000,0.0589,1.7071,0.1006,0.0435,0.1010,1.0040
85+   ,13.0000,0.1166,1.6377,0.1910,0.3077,0.1910,1.0000

Mortality Event Data for Year 1960
SubGroup
sex:,female,race:,non-white

Age Group,ATRISK,MRATE,GP,ADJRATE,SIMRATE,HISTRATE,RATIO
<1    ,9.0000,0.0375,1.0244,0.0384,0.0000,0.0384,1.0000
1-4   ,33.0000,0.0015,1.0961,0.0016,0.0000,0.0016,1.0000
5-9   ,47.0000,0.0005,0.9283,0.0005,0.0000,0.0005,1.0000
10-14 ,20.0000,0.0005,0.8533,0.0004,0.0000,0.0004,1.0000
15-19 ,18.0000,0.0015,0.5246,0.0008,0.0000,0.0008,1.0000
20-24 ,20.0000,0.0025,0.5156,0.0013,0.0000,0.0013,1.0000
25-29 ,25.0000,0.0017,1.1304,0.0019,0.0000,0.0019,1.0000
30-34 ,12.0000,0.0022,1.3358,0.0029,0.0000,0.0029,1.0000
35-39 ,17.0000,0.0032,1.3532,0.0043,0.0000,0.0043,1.0000
40-44 ,21.0000,0.0043,1.4568,0.0062,0.0000,0.0064,1.0305
45-49 ,15.0000,0.0059,1.4587,0.0086,0.0000,0.0086,1.0000
50-54 ,6.0000,0.0094,1.3482,0.0127,0.0000,0.0134,1.0532
55-59 ,14.0000,0.0194,0.9245,0.0179,0.0000,0.0179,1.0000
60-64 ,5.0000,0.0126,2.4128,0.0305,0.2000,0.0305,1.0000
65-69 ,11.0000,0.0222,1.4575,0.0324,0.0909,0.0324,1.0000
70-74 ,1.0000,0.0396,1.1319,0.0448,0.0000,0.0448,1.0000
75-79 ,7.0000,0.0458,1.2494,0.0572,0.1429,0.0572,1.0000
80-84 ,1.0000,0.0606,1.2912,0.0782,0.0000,0.0782,1.0000
85+   ,2.0000,0.1377,0.9823,0.1353,0.0000,0.1353,1.0000
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7.6 Appendix F : Sample tSQL scripts
The complete script for creating the new table MoveDomestic.

/*
Table     : MoveDomestic
Created   : 1998-03-24
Last edit : 1998-04-01
*/

if exists (select * from sysobjects where id = object_id('dbo.MoveDomestic') and sysstat & 0xf
= 3)

drop table dbo.MoveDomestic
GO

CREATE TABLE dbo.MoveDomestic
(

PID int NOT NULL ,
MoveDate int NOT NULL ,
MoveYear smallint NOT NULL,
MoveType tinyint NOT NULL ,
PrevCountyNo tinyint NOT NULL,
PrevCommunityNo tinyint NOT NULL,
PrevParishNo tinyint NOT NULL,
PrevNorthCoord int NOT NULL ,
PrevEastCoord int NOT NULL ,
PrevCoordType tinyint NOT NULL ,
NewCountyNo tinyint NOT NULL,
NewCommunityNo tinyint NOT NULL,
NewParishNo tinyint NOT NULL,
NewNorthCoord int NOT NULL ,
NewEastCoord int NOT NULL ,
NewCoordType tinyint NOT NULL ,
CONSTRAINT PK_MD_PID_MoveDate

PRIMARY KEY  CLUSTERED (PID, MoveDate),
CONSTRAINT FK_MD_Person_PID

FOREIGN KEY (PID)
REFERENCES dbo.Person (PID),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_MoveYear
FOREIGN KEY (MoveYear)
REFERENCES Year (Year),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_MT_Type
FOREIGN KEY (MoveType)
REFERENCES dbo.MoveType (Type),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_PCT_CT_Type
FOREIGN KEY (PrevCoordType)
REFERENCES dbo.CoordType (Type),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_PCN_PCN_Year
FOREIGN KEY (PrevCountyNo, PrevCommunityNo, MoveYear)
REFERENCES CommunityYear (CountyNo, CommunityNo, Year),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_NCT_CT_Type
FOREIGN KEY (NewCoordType)
REFERENCES dbo.CoordType (Type),

CONSTRAINT FK_MD_NCN_NCN_Year
FOREIGN KEY (NewCountyNo, NewCommunityNo, MoveYear)
REFERENCES CommunityYear (CountyNo, CommunityNo, Year)

)
GO

CREATE INDEX IX_MD_PID ON MoveDomestic(PID)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_MoveYear ON MoveDomestic (MoveYear)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_MoveDate ON MoveDomestic (MoveDate)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_MoveType ON MoveDomestic (MoveType)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_PCN_PCN_Year

ON MoveDomestic (PrevCountyNo, PrevCommunityNo, MoveYear)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_NCN_NCN_Year

ON MoveDomestic (NewCountyNo, NewCommunityNo, MoveYear)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_PrevCoordType ON MoveDomestic (PrevCoordType)
GO
CREATE INDEX IX_MD_NewCoordType ON MoveDomestic (NewCoordType)
GO
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Part of tSQL-script Migration_syssfobfast, for 1990. The script migrates data from the table
syssfobfast to three new tables.
print 'Migrating 90 data into HouseholdYear'
GO
INSERT HouseholdYear (HID, Year)

SELECT DISTINCT hlpnr90, Year = 1990
FROM syssfobfast

GO
print 'Migrating 90 data into PersonYearOccupation'
GO
INSERT PersonYearOccupation (PID, Year, medb, invar, hsun, lon, forink, syss, yrkst,

inst, aCountyNo, aCommunityNo, sni69, sni92, orgnr, cfarnr, sambo, syssfob,
yrke, sei,

hhtyp1, antbo, ag, hust, uppl, lagst, byggp, hlpnr,
bCountyNo, bCommunityNo, bParishNo)
SELECT lpnr, Year = 1990, medb90, invar90, hsun90, lon90, forink90, syss90,

yrkst90,
inst90, alk90/100, alk90-(alk90/100)*100, sni6990, sni9290, orgnr90, cfarnr90,

sambo90, syssfob90, yrke90, sei90,
hhtyp190, antbo90, ag90, hust90, uppl90, lagst90, byggp90, hlpnr90,
blkf90/10000, blkf90/100-(blkf90/10000)*100, blkf90-(blkf90/100)*100
FROM syssfobfast

GO
print 'Migrating 90 data into PersonYearCoord'
GO
INSERT PersonYearCoord (PID, Year, CoordNorth, CoordEast, Coordtype)

SELECT lpnr, Year = 1990, nkoord90, okoord90, ktyp90
FROM syssfobfast

GO

Part of tSQL-script Migration_syssfobfast_1990. With the above as template, one million rows
at a time from syssfobfast, can be migrated to the new table PersonYearOccupatiuon
print '1 000 000 .. 1 999 999'
GO
INSERT PersonYearOccupation (PID, Year, medb, invar, hsun, lon, forink, syss, yrkst,

inst, aCountyNo, aCommunityNo, sni69, sni92, orgnr, cfarnr, sambo, syssfob,
yrke, sei,

hhtyp1, antbo, ag, hust, uppl, lagst, byggp, hlpnr,
bCountyNo, bCommunityNo, bParishNo)
SELECT lpnr, Year = 1990, medb90, invar90, hsun90, lon90, forink90, syss90,

yrkst90,
inst90, alk90/100, alk90-(alk90/100)*100, sni6990, sni9290, orgnr90, cfarnr90,

sambo90, syssfob90, yrke90, sei90,
hhtyp190, antbo90, ag90, hust90, uppl90, lagst90, byggp90, hlpnr90,
blkf90/10000, blkf90/100-(blkf90/10000)*100, blkf90-(blkf90/100)*100
FROM syssfobfast
WHERE lpnr BETWEEN 1000000 AND 1999999

GO
print 'DONE'
GO
print 'Migrating 90 data into PersonYearOccupation'
print '2 000 000 .. 2 999 999'
GO
INSERT PersonYearOccupation (PID, Year, medb, invar, hsun, lon, forink, syss, yrkst,

inst, aCountyNo, aCommunityNo, sni69, sni92, orgnr, cfarnr, sambo, syssfob,
yrke, sei,

hhtyp1, antbo, ag, hust, uppl, lagst, byggp, hlpnr,
bCountyNo, bCommunityNo, bParishNo)
SELECT lpnr, Year = 1990, medb90, invar90, hsun90, lon90, forink90, syss90,

yrkst90,
inst90, alk90/100, alk90-(alk90/100)*100, sni6990, sni9290, orgnr90, cfarnr90,

sambo90, syssfob90, yrke90, sei90,
hhtyp190, antbo90, ag90, hust90, uppl90, lagst90, byggp90, hlpnr90,
blkf90/10000, blkf90/100-(blkf90/10000)*100, blkf90-(blkf90/100)*100
FROM syssfobfast
WHERE lpnr BETWEEN 2000000 AND 2999999

GO

Part of tSQL-script MigrationCheckBefore, to calculate the sum of one of the attributes used
in 1990 in the table syssfobfast.
print 'sum(hust89), sei90, sum ( Community(blkf91) ), sum(alk92/100) from syssfobfast'
go
select sum(convert(decimal(38,0), hust89)), sum(sei90), sum (blkf91/100-(blkf91/10000)*100),
sum(alk92/100)

from syssfobfast (nolock)
go
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Part of tSQL-script MigrationCheckAfter, to calculate the corresponding sum in the new table
PersonYearOccupation.
print 'sum(sei) 1990 from PersonYearOccupation'
go
select sum(sei)

from PersonYearOccupation (nolock)
where Year = 1990

go


